DIRECTORY   OF   DRAMATISTS
The motive power in Ibsen and Shaw "was rationil
indignation a most diineult fusion of strong
emotion and objective reasoning and their satire
was constructive m that it implied and indicated
positive values It was also characterised by a
precise ami at a specific target "Vague and
wholesale denunciation diffuse a disagreeable tone
winch has a boomerang effect for it becomes
a sociated not wrth the targets but with the play
•n right himself
.The graces of hatire are detachment irony and
v,it and it flourishes apparentlj in a stable societv
such as that of the 18th century which produced
Swift and \ oltaire The European upheavals of
the last half century have been unpropitious for
feature and it is significant that the best plays in
this eenre tho^e of Tnsch and Durrenmatt have
come from neutral Switzerland
The English playwright nearest to Shaw is
higel Dennis and Giles Cooper shared his ironic
detachment
Ml	CONTEMPORARY   THEATRE
Verse Drama
Dunng the 20th century several attempts h">>i
been made to revive drama rii \eree—the norm il
vehicle for the Penai^ance playwright 41
though the verse plays of Shakespeare and hi*,
contemporaries kept alive in excellent revivals
still rise like the Himalavas above the con
temporary scene the dramatist today who- tries
to use verse has not the benefit of an unbroken
tradition Yeats T S Eliot and Christopher
Fry all aicceeded for a tune m getting their verse
plays on to the stage hut it the moment the most
successful poetic drama achieves its effect thron^'i
poetic prose and the theatrical poetrj of it*
situation and stage imagery Dylan Ihomis
UndfT Milk Wood successfully used these raedi
For manv contemporary audiences it is Beckett
•Irden and Pinter who have captured the poetrv
inherent m drama
The finest verse play seen on the English etiffe
for many years is Robert Lowell s Benito Cerent)
The Well-made Play
The " Shoe of Life " Play
Here is an extreme kind of INaturalum where
the author has been so anxious to preserve fidelity
to the natural spontaneit> of Imng that he ha
all but discarded form as having a cramping and
distorting effect
One of the most typical examples is Henry
Chapman s I ou Won t Alu ays Be On Toy show
ing the disconnected minor mcident and talk of
men ostensibly at work on -a building site
Shelagh Delaney u Tlie Lion in L<ne is also in this
vein
The term well made play is most frequently
used in i derogatory sense Eric Bentley has
pointed out that the well made play is a form
of classical tragedy degenerate in that although
the plot is inpemouslj contrived with arresting
situation intrigue and suspense the play is
mechanical and devoid of feeling The television
series The W orld of Wooster is an example
The   expression   was   frequently   used   <Ii
paragmgly of the Trench plays of bcribe and ot
Sardou  ridiculed bv Shaw for his    Sardoodle
dum
IV    INDIVIDUAL DRAMATISTS
This part alphabetical in arrangement includes
dramatists whose work whether English or m
translation has had its British premiere since
1950 Unless otherwise stated the quotation of
date and actor refers to the British premiere
Inexpensive paperback editions are referred to
thus F Faber and Faber M Methuen
P Penguin Inexpensive acting editions can
usually be obtained from French s Theatre Book
shop 26 Southampton Street V, C 2
Arthur Adamov (b 1908)
Adamov first wrote plays such is Professor
Taranne (P) which translate his own personal
neuroses into images of the absurd until with the
propagandist Paolo Paoli he adopted a Brechtian
technique His Spring 1871 an epic panorama of
the Paris Commune had ita world premiere in
London in 1902
Edward Albee (b 1928)
The American Albee is a brilliant satirist
master of a hostile dialogue of barbed intellectual
wit and an adept hi utilising diverse styles He
was adopted by wealthy foster parents and his
major plays express the claustrophobia the
introverted emotional involvements the terrible
emptiness that may lurk behind the deceptively
secure facade of wealth
His early plays Include the absurdist 7oo Story
(P) and The American Dream (P) and the real
istic The Death of Setsie Smith
IJ ho s Afraid of Virginia Woolf   1964    P
A brilliant and scarifying satire on sterility m
an American campus uses a ritual movement
George and Martha waned after the Washragtons
are an unsuccessful and childless middle aged
couple They cherish a fantasy son whom
George to spite Martha symbolically murders
during a liquor ridden night party when they
attack each other and their guests (a young couple
also childless) with ferocious mental cruelty
A Delicate Balance    1969    P
An icy surface glasses over treacherous depths
in the well to do home of Tobias (Hordern) and
Agnes (Peggy Ashcroft) and the play begins and
K   (80th Ed)
 ends with her virtual monologue—phrased with
the elegance of a Henry James—on now it will bf
if she goes mad
Agnes holds the delicate balance of polite
manners while tolerant Tobias is now ineffectual
and her alcoholic s!ster Claire persists in her
sarcastic utterance of unwelcome truths The
most galling obliquely hinted at is that Tobias
is more drawn to Claire than to Agnes
Their son long since dead and Tobias haviiu
then withdrawn from Atnes their sole offspring is
the neurotic Julia who now returns home at the
breakdown of her fourth marriage
Suddenly their oldest friends Harry and
Edna arrive seeking asylum from some mei.plic
able terror of nothing Bewildered but
courteous the hosts accept their gue&ts but
after Julianas threatened toshoot the intruders
Agnes forces Tobias to realise that they bna=
the plague
Tobias unable to discard his last ideal of
friendship begs them to stay while telling them
this truth but thev depart reabsmg that they
demand a sacrifice they themselves could not
make
Here is a microcosm of a society where love and
friendship have died humanism crumbles and
httle but polite diplomacy survives often a
vehicle for fear and hostility In tone it is a,
bitter inversion of the Apocryphal Tobit with its,
touching pictures of religious faith family love
and neighbourlmess and the entertaining of
Angels unawares
The literary provenance in subject and style is
Bhots Family Sewmm where another Harry
fleeing the turies comes to a Wishwood also
dominated by a woman whose husband had
loved her sister like Clair also a visionary But
in Eliot the •visionary is healer not destroyer and
Harry departs to follow the bright angels
With literary subtlety Albee exposes the panic
and emptiness to a society losing its confidence
and sense of values
Tmv Alice    1970
A metaphysical melodrama of great emo
tional tension possibly personal is at surface
level like Durrenmatt s The Visit (a v} a satire
on materialism, with the victim sold to Mammon
It has another facet the schema being primitive
magic the sexual initiation and ritual sacrifice of
the victim. Here Albee draws on techniques of

